
Proposal for Collection Maintenance Subcommittee  

regarding improving catalog access to  

Spanish language materials 

 

What: Spanish language headings for Spanish language materials. 

 

 Why 

 

"As a rule, of course, subject headings should be in the language of the cataloging agency, which 

would be English for most American catalogers. However, it is permissible, and I believe it is 

preferable when you are serving a large population of non-English speakers, to provide 

supplemental subject headings in the language of that population." 

--Preston Salisbury, ALCTS webinar "Cataloging Non-English Materials," August 28, 2019 

 

● To serve our users - demographically, Spanish speakers, particularly children, are among the 

fastest growing segment of the population of the SCLS service area.  

● Many US libraries already do this, and, of course, libraries in Spanish-speaking places do as well. 

This is evident in many OCLC records. 

● Current practice is for MPL catalogers to delete these useful headings and apply a blanket local 

form heading in English (“Spanish language materials” and its variations; we could also easily 

add “Materiales en español”). Any Spanish headings that aren’t deleted manually are removed in 

monthly automated authority control processing. 

 

How 

 

● Short term: Accept existing Spanish headings in OCLC records 

○ Cost to libraries: None 

○ Staff time: Saved/”break even” 

○ Service quality: Improved moderately 

 

● Medium term: Work with our authority control vendor to identify supported Spanish thesauri. 

These might include headings from Bilindex, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Queens Borough 

Public Library, and/or San Francisco Public Library, all of which are seen in OCLC.  

○ Cost to libraries: TBD 

○ Staff time: Will require time to research and implement 

○ Service quality: Improved substantially 

 

● Longer term 

○ Consider forming a workgroup to continue implementing service improvements 

○ Expand to more languages 

 

For more information 

● https://lcsh-es.org/sources.html - Cooperative Spanish language headings project  

● https://alcts2017.learningtimesevents.org/d3-diverse/ - ALCTS Exchange presentation “Materials 

Selection and Cataloging for Diverse Audiences” 

https://lcsh-es.org/sources.html
https://alcts2017.learningtimesevents.org/d3-diverse/

